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Abstract—In this paper, we study the behavior of the steady-
state voltage potentials in a material composed by an interior
medium surrounded by a rough thin layer and embedded in
an ambient bounded medium. The roughness of the layer is
supposed to beε–periodic, ε being the small thickness of the layer.
We present and validate numerically the rigorous approximate
transmissions proved by Ciupercaet al. in [1]. This paper extends
previous works in which the layer had a constant thickness.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the domains with a rough thin layer, numerical difficulties
appear due to the complex geometry of the rough layer when
computing the steady-state potentials. We present here how
these difficulties may be avoided by replacing this rough layer
by appropriate transmission conditions. Particularly, weshow
that considering only the mean effect of the roughness is not
sufficient to obtain the potential with a good accuracy.

A. Statement of the problem
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the problem.

Let Ω be a smooth bounded domain ofR
2 with connected

boundary∂Ω. For ε > 0, we split Ω into three subdomains:
O1, Om

ε andO0
ε . O1 is a smooth domain strictly embedded in

Ω (see Fig. 1). We denote byΓ its connected boundary. The
domainOm

ε is a thin oscillating layer surroundingO1. We
denote byΓε the oscillating boundary ofOm

ε : Γε = ∂Om
ε \Γ.

The domainO0
ε is defined by:O0

ε = Ω\ (O1 ∪Om
ε ). We also

denote byO0 = Ω\O1. Two piecewise-constant conductivities
on the domainΩ have to be defined:

σ(z) =






σ1, if z ∈ O1,

σm, if z ∈ Om
ε ,

σ0, if z ∈ O0
ε .

σ̃(z) =

{
σ1, if z ∈ O1,

σ0, if z ∈ Ω \ O1.

whereσ1, σm andσ0 are given positive constants1.
Let uε andu0 be defined by:
{
∇. (σ∇uε) = 0, in Ω,

uε|∂Ω = g,
,

{
∇.
(
σ̃∇u0

)
= 0, in Ω,

u0|∂Ω = g,
(1)

whereg is a sufficiently smooth boundary data. We present
how to define the potentialu1 such thatuε is approached by
uε = u0 + εu1 + o(ε3/2) for ε tending to zero2.

II. H EURISTICS OF THE DERIVATION OF THE CONDITIONS

SupposeΓ is a smooth closed curve ofR2 of length
1 and parameterize it by the curvilinear coordinateΓ =
{Ψ(θ), θ ∈ [0, 1]} . Let n be the (outward) normal to∂O1.
Γε is described by

Γε = {Ψ(θ) + εf(θ/ε)n(θ), θ ∈ [0, 1]},

wheref is a smooth 1–periodic and positive function, which
describes the roughness of the layer.

A. Boundary layer corrector in the infinite strip

The key-point of the derivation of the equivalent transmis-
sion conditions consists in taking advantage of the periodicity
of the roughness. This is performed by unfolding and upscal-
ing the rough thin layer into the infinite stripR × [0, 1].

Define the closed curvesC1 andC0, which are trigonomet-
rically oriented by

C0 = {0} × [0, 1], C1 = {(f(y), y), ∀y ∈ [0, 1]} .

The outward normals toC0 andC1 equal

nC0
=

(
1
0

)
, nC1

=
1√

1 + (f ′(y))2

(
1

−f ′(y)

)
. (2)

According to [1] there exists a unique couple(A0, a0) where
A0 is a continuous vector field anda0 is constant such that

A0 is 1-periodic iny, ∆A0 = 0, in R × [0, 1], (3a)

σ0∂nA0|
C
+

1

− σm∂nA0|
C
−

1

= (σm − σ0)nC1
, (3b)

σm∂nA0|
C
+

0

− σ1∂nA0|
C
−

0

= −(σm − σ0)nC0
, (3c)

A0 →x→−∞ 0, A0 − a0 →x→+∞ 0, (3d)

where the convergences at infinity are exponential. We empha-
size thata0 is not imposed but is a floating potential.

1The same following results hold ifσ0, σ1, and σm are given complex
numbers with imaginary parts (and respectively real parts)with the same sign.

2The notationo(ε3/2) means that
‚

‚uε − (u0 + εu1)
‚

‚ goes to zero faster
than ε3/2 as ε goes to zero. We refer to Theorem 1.1 of [1] for a precise
description of the involved norms and the accuracy of the convergence.
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B. Approximate transmission conditions

Our transmission conditions are then obtained with the help
of the constant vectorsD1 andD2 defined by:

D1 = (σ0 − σm)

[∫ 1

0

f(y) dy nC0
+

∫ 1

0

A0(f(y), y) dy

]

+ (σm − σ1)

∫ 1

0

A0(0, y) dy − σ0a
0,

D2 = (σm − σ0)

[∫ 1

0

A0(f(y), y)f ′(y) dy

−

∫ 1

0

f(y) dy

(
0
1

)]
.

The potentialu1 is then defined by3:




∆u1 = 0, in O0 ∪O1, u1|∂Ω = 0,

[
σ̃∂nu1

]
Γ

= −κD1 ·

(
∂nu0|Γ+

∂tu
0|Γ+

)
+ D2 · ∂t

(
∂nu0|Γ+

∂tu
0|Γ+

)
,

[
u1
]
Γ

= a0 ·

(
∂nu0|Γ+

∂tu
0|Γ+

)
,

where∂t and∂n denote the tangential and the normal deriva-
tives alongΓ andκ is the curvature ofΓ.

We emphasize that our conditions are different than if we
would only consider the mean effect of the roughness. In this
case, denoting byf the mean off , the conditions would be
(see [1], [3], [4]):
[
σ̃∂nũ1

]
Γ

= (σ0 − σm)f∂2
t u0|Γ,

[
ũ1
]
Γ

=
σ0 − σm

σm
f∂nu0|Γ+ .

III. N UMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In order to verify the convergence rate stated in Section I,
we consider a problem where the geometry and the boundary
conditions areε−periodic. The computational domainΩ is
delimited by the circles of radius 2 and of radius0.2 centered
in 0, while O1 is the intersection ofΩ with the concentric
disk of radius 1. The rough layer is then described byf(y) =
1 + 1/2 sin(y). One period of the domain is shown Fig 2(a).
The Dirichlet boundary data is identically 1 on the outer circle
and 0 on the inner circle.

The mesh generatorGmsh[2] and the finite element library
Getfem++ [5] enables us to compute the four potentialsuε,
u0, u1 and ũ1.

The rough thin layer is supposed slighty insulating. The
conductivitiesσ0, σ1 and σm respectively equal to 3, 1 and
0.1. The computed coefficients4 issued from Problem (3) are
given in Table I.

TABLE I
COEFFICIENTS ISSUED FROM THE SOLUTION TO PROBLEM(3). 3

SIGNIFICANT DIGITS ARE KEPT.

a0

1
a0

2
D1

1
D1

2
D2

1
D2

2

19.3 0 0 0 -0.0499 -3.87

3We denote by[w]Γ the jump of a functionw on Γ.
4The convergences at the infinity in Problem (3) are exponential hence we

just have to compute problem (3) for|x| ≤ M , with M large enough to
obtaina0 with a good accuracy.
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(a) One period. (b) Error order 0. (c) Error order 1.

Fig. 2. Representation of one period of the domain and the corresponding
errors with approximate solutionsu0 and u0 + ǫu1. ǫ = 2π/30. Do not
consider the error in the rough layer because a proper reconstruction of the
solution in it is not currently implemented.

The numerical convergence rates for theH1-norm in O1

of the three following errorsuε − u0, uε − u0 − εu1 and
uε−u0−εũ1 asε goes to zero are given Figure 2. As predicted
by the theory, the rates are close to1 for the order0 and for
the order 1 with the mean effect, whereas it is close to2 for
the “real” order1 equal touε − u0 − εu1.

Fig. 3. H1-Error in the cytoplasm vsǫ for three approximate solutions.
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